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MP-08—Pediatric Urology and Infections
Room: 5F Goguryeo 1

MP-08.01
5-Years’ Experience in Cystitis Glandularis
Fei Liu, China

MP-08.02
Debunking the Role of Prophylactic Antibiotic and Anti-Adherence Agents in Altering the Microbial Colonization Related to Indwelling DJ Stents: A Prospective Randomized Study
Kumar Madhavan, India

MP-08.03
Clinical Analysis of Retroperitoneoscopic Nephroureterectomy for Renal Tuberculosis
Minbo Yan, China

MP-08.04
Vaccines for the Prevention of Recurrent Urinary Tract Infections: A Systematic Review
Mohamed Y Hammadeh, United Kingdom

MP-08.05
Fever in Patients with Upper Ureteral Stone: How Many Days of Antibiotic Treatment are Sufficient to Proceed with Ureterolithotripsy?
Pai-Yu Cheng, Taiwan

MP-08.06
What Types of the Culture Can We Expect to Make Diagnosis in Patients with Upper Ureteral Stone and Fever
Pai-Yu Cheng, Taiwan

MP-08.07
Optimising Use of Antibiotics in Endourology—A Study Based on Population Based Bacterial Surveillance for Limiting Antibiotic Resistance in India
Prashant Kumar Pattnaik, India

MP-08.08
Antimicrobial Agents for Preventing Urinary Tract Infections in Patients Undergoing Cystoscopy
Zeng Shuxiong, China
MP-08.09
A Novel Antibacterial Surface Consisting of Antimicrobial Peptide Bac2A Derived from Biodegradable Waterborne Polyurethanes: Antibacterial Assay in Vitro
Zhongyu Jian, China

MP-08.10
Current Management of Haemorrhagic Radiation Cystitis
Claire Pascoe, Australia

MP-08.11
The Outcomes of Undescended Testis after Orchiopexy in Different Primary Locations
Chi-Shin Tseng, Taiwan

MP-08.12
Does Urbanization Level Associate with The Incidence Rate of Testicular Dysgenesis Syndrome? - A Nationwide, Population-Based Cohort Study
Chi-Shin Tseng, Taiwan

MP-08.13
Abnormal Dartos Fascia in Hypospadias: Evidence From Histopathology
Endrika Noviandrini, Indonesia

MP-08.14
Primary Monosymptomatic Nocturnal Enuresis: Monotherapy vs Combination Therapy
Farzaneh Sharifiaghdas, Iran

MP-08.15
Clinical Characteristics of Daytime Frequency Syndrome in Children: Increased Urine Calcium and Uric Acid
Jee Soo Ha, South Korea

MP-08.16
Diagnostic Value of Rectal Ultrasound in Children with Constipation: Texture Analysis of Feces
Jee Soo Ha, South Korea

MP-08.17
Outcomes of Flexible Ureteroscopic Lithotripsy for Treatment of Kidney Stones in Infants
Jun Li, China

MP-08.18
Combined use of Flexible Ureteroscopic Lithotripsy with Micro-Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy in Pediatric Multiple Kidney Stones: A Single Tertiary Center Experience in China
Wenyang Wang, China

MP-08.19
Gore PROPATEN Vascular Graft v.s. Great Saphenous Vein Graft for Aorto-Renal Artery Bypass in Pediatric/Adolescent Patients of Takayasu Arteritis
Xiang Feng, China

MP-08.20
Long-Term Renal Outcomes Following Bilateral Pyeloplasty
Youngjae Im, South Korea